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1985-1997 CUMULATIVE INDEX OF
LEGISLATIVE REVIEWS
BY CATEGORY AND TITLE
BILL NO. VOL-PAGE
AGRICULTURE
Notice: Vidalia Onion: Sales Regulation .................... HB 1217 2-251
ALCOHOL
Alcoholic Beverages: Age for Purchasing ................... HB 21 1-263
HB 142
HB 558
Alcoholic Beverages: Impose Duty on Seller or Provider to
Verify Age of Recipient ................................. HB 1322 5-183
Alcoholic Beverages: Prohibit Nudity and Sexual Conduct on
Premises Where Alcoholic Beverages are Sold or Dispensed
for Consumption ....................................... HB 516 5-185
Motor Vehicles: DUI Penalties: Conditional Licenses ........ HB 90 1-265
Regulation of Municipal Sales of Alcoholic Beverages ....... HB 1579 2-142
Watercraft Operation Under Influence of Alcohol, Drugs:
Prohibited ............................................. SB 316 2-139
Notice: Alcoholic Beverages: Consumption During Pregnancy:
Posted Warning ........................................ SB 376 2-251
AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF GEORGIA
Article III. Legislative Branch, Section 6. Exercise of Powers:
Provide Georgia Complete Authority to Regulate Alcoholic
Beverages in Any Manner Permitted Under the Twenty-First
Amendment to the United States Constitution ............ HR 709 11-33
Article IV. Constitutional Boards and Commissions, Section 2.
State Board of Pardons and Paroles, Paragraph 11. Powers
and Authority: Give the Legislature Power to Create
Mandatory Sentences for Certain Violent Felonies ......... SR 395 11-37
ANIMALS
Animal Protection: Provide for Protection of Farm Animal
and Research Facilities ................................. SB 575 7-197
Dangerous Dog Control: Limit Liability of Local
Governments .......................................... HB 630 6-143
AVIATION
Airport Development: Provide for Georgia Airport
Development Authority and Condemnation Only Upon
Request ............................................... HB 1106 9-149
SB 173
BANKING AND FINANCE
Affiliate Transfers: Amend Definitions to Include Affiliated
Banks Authorized to Exercise Trust Powers ............... SB 346 10-9
Commercial Code: Definition of Bank ...................... HB 375 1-271
Credit Cards: Provide for Deregulation ..................... SB 254 3-351
Credit Unions: Classes and Shares ......................... HB 374 1-272
279
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BANKING AND FINANCE cont'd
Financial Institutions: Change Georgia Department of
Banking and Finance Regulations by Authorizing Georgia's
Adoption of the Federal Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and
Branching Efficiency Act of 1994 ........................ SB 492 13-1
Financial Institutions: Change Georgia Department of
Banking and Finance Regulations Relating to Financial
Institutions ............................................ SB 103 12-1
Financial Institutions: Change and Liberalize Branch Banking
Restrictions in Georgia ................................. SB 165 13-9
Financial Institutions: "Housekeeping" Changes ............ SB 721 13-17
Financial Institutions: Provide Amendments to Licensing
Requirements of Mortgage Lenders and Mortgage Brokers . HB 1636 11-41
Financial Institutions: Provide for Licensing of Mortgage
Lenders and Mortgage Brokers .......................... HB 237 10-11
Financial Institutions: Provide for Nationwide Reciprocal
Banking ............................................... SB 451 11-50
Financial Institutions: Revise Check Selling, Issuing
and Cashing Licensure Requirements .................... HB 1240 7-201
HB 1208
Gifts to Minors Act: Definition of Financial Institutions ...... HB 373 1-273
Residential Finance Authority: Credit Unions ............... HB 372 1-270
Trust Companies: Provide for Temporary Investment of
Fiduciary Funds ....................................... HB 1162 5-192
Notice: Money Judgment Interest Rate .................... HB 1120 2-251
BUILDING AND HOUSING
Discriminatory Housing Practices: Establish Fair Housing
Program and Complaint Process ......................... HB 430 5-194
Georgia Residential Finance Authority Act: Increase Authority
to Issue Bonds to Provide Facilities for the Elderly and
Mentally Disabled ...................................... SB 51 6-147
Landfills: Require Identification and Record Keeping ....... HB 435 5-201
State Housing Trust Fund for the Homeless Act: Create Fund
and Commission ....................................... HB 1339 5-204
CIVIL LITIGATION
Court and Litigation Costs: Provide for the Award of Attorney's
Fees and Expenses Incurred in Obtaining a Court Order for
Attorney's Fees and Expenses of Litigation ............... SB 1 14-1
CIVIL PRACTICE
Actions Generally: Provide for Notice of Civil Recovery Action
Involving Recipients of Medical Assistance ............... SB 249 10-20
ASBestos: Provide Specific Action for Injury to Real Property for
a Limited Time ........................................ SB 649 5-208
Civil Actions; Arguments of Counsel: Provide that Plaintiff is
Entitled to Opening and Concluding Arguments Except When
Defendant Introduces No Evidence or Admits a Prima Facie
Case; Provide that in Civil Actions for Personal Injuries,
Defendant Does Not Admit a Prima Facie Case if Defendant
Introduces Evidence as to Extent of Damages, Other than
Cross-Examination of Plaintiff or Plaintiffs Witnesses ..... HB 369 14-22
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CIVIL PRACTICE cont'd
Civil Practice Act: Change Provisions Relating to the Time of
Filing an Affidavit that Must Be Filed with the Complaint in
Any Action for Damages Alleging Professional Malpractice;
Provide for Dismissal of Complaints; Provide for the Curing of
Defects; Provide a List of Professions to Which the Affidavit
Requirement Applies ................................... SB 276 14-4
Civil Practice Act: Disallow Waiver of Disqualification of Court
Reporter for Interest; Disallow Continuing Contracts for Court
Reporting Services ..................................... HB 1321 11-58
Civil Practice Generally: Expand Provisions Relating to Venue
Under the Long-Arm Statute ............................ HB 592 14-9
Executions and Judicial Sales: Reduce the Continuously
Published Period to Become the County's Official Organ
Designated to Run Official or Legal Advertising ........... HB 152 14-13
Limitations of Actions: Provide for Limitation of Civil Actions
for Childhood Sexual Abuse ............................. HB 1968 9-154
Nonjury Trials: Require Parties to Move for Written Findings
of Fact and Conclusion of Law ........................... HB 657 3-355
Subpoenas: Allow Issuance of Subpoenas for Depositions by
Attorneys ............................................. HB 321 14-16
Verdict and Judgment: Provide for Discharge of Liens Against
Real and Personal Property ............................. HB 72 11-62
CIVIL PRACTICE, COURTS
Civil Practice Act: Prohibit a Civil Litigant from Interposing a
Claim for an Improper Purpose Such as to Suppress a Person's
Right of Free Speech or Right to Petition Government; Provide
for a Motion to Strike or Dismiss That May be Interposed by a
Civil Defendant Whose Rights as Above are Infringed by Such a
Claim; Include Statements Made in Furtherance of the Right of
Free Speech or Right to Petition Government in Connection
with an Issue of Public Interest as Privileged Communications
that May Not be Used as a Basis for a Libel or Slander
Tort Claim ............................................. SB 1 13-23
Habeas Corpus: Amend Procedures for First Time Challenges
to State Court Death Sentences Proceedings; General
Provisions: Require Establishment of Uniform Court Rules
Concerning Time Periods and Schedules ................. SB 113 12-18
CIVIL PRACTICE, CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
Civil Practice and Procedure Generally: Clarify Circumstances in
Which Continuances Shall be Granted Due to Attendance at the
General Assembly; Trial: Clarify Circumstances in Which
Continuances Shall be Granted Due to Attendance at the
General Assembly ...................................... HB 1626 13-30
CIVIL PROCEDURE
Civil Litigation: Cost of Frivolous Actions .................. HB 1446 2-144
Production of Documents: Physician-Patient Privilege and
Clergyman Privilege .................................... HB 962 2-150
Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgment Law: Enacted ... SB 164 2-148
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COMMERCE AND TRADE
Brokerage Relationships in Real Estate Transactions: Provide
Codification of the Relationships Between Real Estate
Brokers and Consumers of Brokerage Services ............ SB 227 10-23
Charitable Solicitations Act: Require Registration and Provide
for Penalties ........................................... HB 1324 5-212
Commodity Contracts: Provide for Enforcement ............ HB 1306 5-217
Creation and Nature of Agency Relationship: Provide for
Grants of Conditional Power of Attorney .................. SB 171 10-31
Electronic Records and Signatures: Authorize the Use of
Electronic Records and Signatures Instead of Written
Records and Signatures ................................. SB 103 14-25
Fair Business Practices Act: Amended to Regulate "Going Out
of Business" Sales ...................................... HB 103 6-150
Fair Business Practices Act: Revise Provisions Relating to
Administrative Actions ................................. HB 1405 5-221
Georgia Seed Capital Fund: Create ........................ HB 151 6-155
Multilevel Distribution Companies: Regulate Under Business
Opportunities Act ...................................... HB 1565 5-228
Promotional Contests: Compliance With Fair Business Practice
Act Requirements ...................................... HB 1439 2-157
Purchase of a Dwelling Place From Debtor: Require
Compliance with Fair Business Practices Act ............. SB 278 3-359
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Allow Price Controls
During a State of Emergency; Provide for Exceptions;
Permit County and Municipal Authorities to Require
Registration of Certain Businesses During a State of
Emergency ............................................ HB 283 12-31
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Expand Trade Secrets
Statute ................................................ HB 1449 7-213
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Motor Vehicle Warranty
Rights Act ............................................. HB 1555 7-206
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Prohibit Certain Practices
Relating to Telemarketing, the Use of a Computer or
Computer Network, or Home Repair or Improvement Work;
Provide for Vicarious Liability, Investigations of Violations,
and Criminal and Civil Penalties ......................... HB 208 14-29
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Prohibit False Advertising
Regarding Legal Services ............................... HB 1860 9-159
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Prohibit Requested
Information as a Condition of Sale ....................... SB 39 8-7
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Provide for Civil Remedies
and Criminal Penalties in Cases in Intentional Theft While
Engaged in Telemarketing, Internet, or Other Computerized
Activities; Provide for Investigation and Enforcement
Authority .............................................. HB 1400 13-33
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Provide Conditions Under
Which a Revolving Credit Account Shall be Presumed to be
Signed or Accepted by a Buyer .......................... HB 431 14-38
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Provide Relief from
Liability for Sellers or Holders for Unintentional Errors
Resulting from a Bona Fide Clerical or Typographical Error HB 1647 13-37
282
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COMMERCE AND TRADE cont'd
Selling and Other Trade Practices: Provide it Shall Be
Unlawful for Any Person to Sell or Offer for Sale Any Ticket
of Admission to Any Entertainment Event for a Price in Excess
of the Price Printed on the Ticket and Provide for Service
Charges and Their Specification on Announcements ....... HB 1225 11-65
Notice: Fuel Sales: Unlawful Practices: Punitive Damages ... SB 415 2-252
Notice: Office Supply Transactions: Deceptive Practices ..... HB 1282 2-252
COMMERCIAL CODE
Bank Deposits and Collections: Provide Regulations Relating
to Funds Transfers Between Banks ...................... HB 762 9-163
Commercial Paper, Bank Deposits, and Collections: Adopt
Uniform Commercial Code Provisions Regarding Negotiable
Instruments and Bank Deposits and Collections ........... HB 1388 13-41
Financing Statement: Maturity Date ....................... HB 712 1-274
HB 1364 2-153
Investment Securities: Replace Article 8 of the Georgia
Commercial Code ...................................... HB 761 9-168
Leases: Provide Regulations Relating to Leases of Goods .... HB 295 10-34
Mechanic's Lien: Farm Equipment ........................ HB 239 1-277
Revisions to Article 9 Filing: Require Filing Statements
and Central Indexing Priority Among Conflicting Security
Interests .............................................. HB 244 10-41
HB 75
Secured Transactions; Sales of Accounts and Chattel Paper:
Refinements and Further Definitions of the Act Requiring
Filing Statements and Central Indexing Among Conflicting
Security Interests ...................................... HB 1836 11-70
CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Control of Soil Erosion and Sedimentation: Establish "Best
Management Practices" as Standard for General Permits
for Land-Distributing Activities .......................... SB 375 12-39
Department of Natural Resources: Establish Minimum
Standards and Procedures for Protection of Mountains
and River Corridors .................................... HB 643 8-11
Environmental Protection: Metropolitan Rivers ............. SB 317 2-160
Georgia Coastal Management Act: Provide for Preservation
and Management of the Coastal Zone .................... Hb 167 14-42
Georgia Water Quality Control Act: Authorize Mandated Sale
of Low Phosphorus Detergents .......................... HB 719 6-160
Georgia Water Supply Act: Authorize Department of Natural
Resources to Build and Manage Reservoirs ............... SB 86 6-163
Hazardous Materials: Provide for Limited Immunity in
Mitigation of Effects of Discharge ........................ SB 136 3-361
Hazardous Waste Management: Provide for Direct State
Government Operation and Management of Hazardous
Waste Facilities ........................................ SB 597 5-235
Historic Preservation Legislation .......................... HB 225 6-173
HB 226
HB 799
283
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CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES cont'd
Interstate Compacts: Allocate Surface Water Resources from
the Alabama-Coosa-Tallapoosa River Basin Between Georgia
and Alabama; Allocate Surface Water Resources from
the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin Among
Alabama, Florida, and Georgia ........................... HB 148 14-47
HB 149
Plant Disease, Pest Control, and Pesticides: Limit Liability
of Farmers ............................................ HB 1518 5-239
Prevention and Control of Air Pollution: Establish a New
Georgia Air Quality Act ................................. HB 1439 9-179
Prevention and Control of Air Pollution: Provide DNR with
Power to Respond to EPA Regulations for Vehicle
Emissions ............................................. HB 1440 9-186
Solid Waste Disposal: Limit Location of Waste Facilities ..... HB 862 5-244
Solid Waste Management ................................. SB 478 7-231
SB 533
SB 534
Solid Waste Management: Creation of a State Superfund to
Help Fund the Cost of Hazardous Waste Site Cleanup
in Georgia ............................................. HB 1394 9-190
Solid Waste Management: Permit Vertical Expansion of
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills, Modify Solid Waste
Management Planning Requirements, Exempt Waste-to-
Energy Facilities form Source Reduction Calculations,
Provide for Certain Tire Disposal Fees and Provide
Provide for Disposal of Yard Trimmings .................. HB 275 10-46
Solid Waste Management: Regulate Landfills ............... SB 70 6-169
Waste Management: Change Certain Hazardous Substance
Reporting Fees; Limit Liability of Subsequent Purchasers of
Certain Property; Exempt Certain Persons from Third-Party
Liability; Provide Corrective Action Plan for Certain
Property .............................................. HB 1227 13-54
Waste Management: Managing Solid Waste ................. HB 1380 9-199
Waste Management: Provide for Vertical Expansion of
Certain Waste Disposal Sites for Two Year Period .......... HB 182 8-16
Waste Management: Require Compilation of Inventory of
Hazardous Sites in Georgia and Require Disclosure by
Property Owners of Hazardous Waste Contamination ...... SB 294 10-55
Water Resources: Amend Provisions Concerning Failure to
Submit Plan to Eliminate Combined Sewer Overflows ..... SB 19 10-50
Water Resources: Extend Maximum Duration of Water Use
Permits; Preserve the Department of Natural Resources'
Right to Appeal Decisions of Administrative Law Judges ... SB 202 12-51
Water Resources: mandate Adoption of Construction Milestone
Schedule to Meet Phosphorous Reduction Standards; Provide
Schedules of Fines and Penalties Imposed for Failure to Meet
Construction Schedule; Impose Fines and Penalties for
Failure to Implement Plan to Eliminate Combined Sewage
Overflow; Provide Standards for Interbasin Transfers ...... SB 500 13-60
284
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CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES cont'd
Water Resources: Provide the Georgia Board of Natural
Resources the Power to Regulate Land Application of
Sewage Sludge and Provide the County in Which Sludge
is Applied to Power to Assess Monitoring Fees ............ HB
Water Resources: Provide Protection for Coastal Marshlands
and Beaches ........................................... HB
SB
228
389
725
Water Resources: Provide Water Quality Standards for
Lakes ................................................. SB 714
Water Resources: Revise Restrictions on Phosphorous
Detergents ............................................ SB 696
Notice: Lake Lanier Island Development Authority:
Jurisdiction for Suit .................................... HB 1835
CONSTITUTION OF GEORGIA
Immunity from Suit: Provide for Partial Walver ............. SR 267
CONTRACTS
Bad Checks: Provide for Civil Remedies and Defenses ....... SB 256
Contracts in Partial Restraint of Trade: Restrictive
Covenant Act .......................................... HB 744
Trade Secrets: Provide Definition ......................... HB 252
CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, AND ASSOCIATIONS
Anti-Takeover Statute: Prohibit Business Combinations ..... HB 1571
Business Corporations: Modify or Add Certain Definitions
and Procedures Relating to Corporations ................. HB 149
Business Corporations: Require Demand in All Shareholder
Derivative Actions; Raise the Standard of Care Required for
Indemnification of Corporate Directors; Provide that a
Director Must be Wholly Successful in an Action in Order to
be Entitled to Mandatory Indemnification; Provide that Only
Disinterested Directors May Authorize Indemnification;
Authorize Contracts to Indemnify or to Advance Funds;
Provide that Officers are Held to the Same Standards
as Directors Regarding Indemnification; Modify Procedures
for Approving Advances for Expenses; Permit Corporations
to Merge with Limited Liability Companies and Nonprofit
Corporations; Provide for the Survival of Remedies and
Rights of a Dissolved Corporation ........................ HB 1425
Corporate Officers and Directors: Provide Standard of Care
and Amend Law on Indemnification ..................... HB 209
Investment Advisory Business: Regulate ................... HB 1566
Limited Liability Company Act: Provide for the Formation
of Limited Liability Companies .......................... HB 264
Limited Partnerships: Amend Georgia Revised Uniform
Limited Partnership Act ................................ HB 334
Limited Partnerships: Revise Georgia Uniform Limited
Partnership Act ........................................ HB 924
Partnerships: Designate Qualification Requirements, Laws
Governing, and Regulation Concerns of Foreign Limited
Liability Partnerships .................................. HB 1813
285
10-65
9-205
7-221
7-227
2-252
5-247
3-365
7-244
6-179
5-256
10-74
13-70
3-368
5-263
10-79
6-184
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11-77
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CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, AND ASSOCIATIONS cont'd
Partnerships: Provide Definitions; Provide Procedures for
Limited liability Partnership Elections; Provide Amendment
of Certificate to Comply with Name Requirements Liability
to Third Parties ........................................ HB 349 14-57
Partnerships: Provide for Formation of Domestic Limited
Liability Partnerships .................................. HB 563 12-65
Partnerships: Provide for Limited Liability Partnerships;
Amend Certification, Merger, and Cancellation
Requirements ......................................... HB 1627 13-77
Partnerships: Revise Georgia Uniform Partnership Act ...... HB 333 6-188
Revised Georgia Business Corporation Code ................ HB 1272 5-285
HB 1444
Secretary of State: Retention of Documents ................ HB 1296 2-163
COURTS
Appeal Process: Probate Court and Traffic Cases ............ HB 1367 2-167
Civil Cases: Limitation on Time for Filing .................. SB 17 1-279
Finality of Judgment in Civil Cases ........................ SB 457 2-176
General Provisions: Establish Factors for Courts to Consider
When Determining Whether to Allow Filming or Videotaping
Videotaping in the Courtroom; Allow for Citations When
Court Orders Related to Media Cameras in the Courtroom
are Violated ........................................... HB 1122 13-83
Georgia Court-annexed Alternative Dispute Resolution Act:
Create and Fund Alternative Dispute Resolution Programs in
Each County in Georgia ................................. HB 143 10-91
Juvenile Courts: Provide Guidelines to Judges Regarding
When Juveniles Shall be Incarcerated Prior to Case
Adjudication ........................................... SB 371 6-191
Juvenile Courts: Termination of Parental Rights ............ HB 175 2-171
Juvenile Proceedings, Parental Rights: Enforce Parental
Attendance at Court Proceedings ........................ HB 1299 13-88
Juvenile Proceedings, Parental Rights: Modify Training
Requirements for Juvenile Court Judges Showing Hardship;
Define Rights and Responsibilities of Department of
Corrections with Respect to Certain Juveniles ............. SB 229 12-76
Juvenile Proceedings, Parental Rights: Provide Exclusive
Jurisdiction Over Juvenile Traffic Offenses in Juvenile
Court and Provide for Records of Juvenile Offenses ....... HB 560 8-21
HB 785
SB 283
SB 335
SB 370
Juvenile Proceedings, Parental Rights: Provide Guidance for
Reunification or Termination of Parental Rights .......... SB 611 13-91
Juvenile Proceedings, Parental Rights: Provide for Public
Access to Juvenile Court Proceedings and Records; Provide
for Fingerprinting of Certain Juvenile Offenders; Provide
for Victim Notification Upon Release or Parole of Violent
Offenders and School Notification of Certain Juvenile
Offenders ............................................. SB 156 12-80
286
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COURTS cont'd
Juvenile Proceedings, Parental Rights: Provide that the
Superior Court Shall Have Exclusive Jurisdiction Over
Matters Concerning Children Thirteen to Seventeen Years
of Age Who Are Alleged to Have Committed Certain Violent
Felonies; Provide that the Department of Corrections Shall
Have Custody Over Juveniles Ages Thirteen to Seventeen
Who Are Convicted of Certain Felonies; Provide for
Notification to the Superior Court When a Person Charged
with Certain Violent Felonies Appears Thirteen to Seventeen
Years of Age; Provide that a Juvenile May Serve Up to Ninety
Days in a Youth Development Center for a Delinquent Act;
Amend Fingerprinting of Juveniles Sentenced to the
Department of Corrections; Provide for Housing of
Juveniles Committed to the Department of Corrections .... SB 440 11-81
Juveniles: Provide for Court Placement of Deprived, Abused,
or Neglected Children .................................. HB 501 3-373
Juveniles: Redefine Designated Felony Act ................. SB 215 3-375
Magistrate Courts: No Prejudgment Attachment; Appeal and
Reopening of Default Judgments ........................ SB 340 2-178
Magistrate Courts: Provide for an Optional No Contest Bond
Forfeiture Procedure for Misdemeanor Bad Check Violations
as a Final Disposition and Provide for Bench Warrants When
Forfeiture Is Not Final Disposition ....................... HB 326 11-91
Magistrate Courts: Provide that Persons Accused of Violating
an Ordinance Relating to Loitering May Be Arrested Prior
to the Time of Trial ..................................... HB 1531 11-95
Medical Malpractice: Limitations of Actions ................ SB 170 1-281
Minors: Provide for Parental Notification of Abortion ........ SB 229 3-379
SB 621 5-307
Motor Vehicles: Proof of Insurance: Municipal Courts:
Jurisdiction ........................................... HB 240 1-283
Payment and Disposition of Fines and Forfeitures: Provide
Funding for Local Victim Assistance Programs; Provide for
Additional Charge When Filing Real Estate Documents to
Fund a Feasibility Study Regarding Creation of Statewide
Computer Information System for Real Estate and
Personal Property Records .............................. SB 114 12-89
Probate Courts: Provide Method for Service of Process on Minors
or Incapacitated Adults in Probate Court Proceedings ...... HB 710 11-97
Prosecution of Traffic Offenses and Juvenile Proceedings .... SB 287 6-196
SB 273
Punitive Damages: Provide for Lifting the Cap on Punitive
Damages for Torts Committed While Tortfeasors are Under
the Influence of Drugs .................................. HB 572 14-63
Voluntary Pre-Appeal Settlement Conference: Provide for
Procedures ............................................ HB 615 5-317
Notice: Inmates: On-site Court Hearings ................... HB 1751 2-253
Notice: Transcripts and Court Reporter's Fees: Notice ....... HB 1227 2-253
9
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COURTS, CRIMES AND OFFENSES
Crimes Against the Person: Classify Battery Upon a Teacher
or School Official as a Felony; Juvenile Proceedings, Parental
Rights: Provide for Jurisdiction and Guidance in Juvenile
Proceedings; Offenses Against Public Administration:
Include Escape of a Juvenile in the General Escape
Statute ................................................ HB 132 14-69
COURTS, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Juvenile Proceedings, Parental Rights: Provide Procedure for
Taking Unruly Child into Custody and Detention of Unruly
Child; Child Custody Proceedings: Permit Court Discretion in
Awarding Visitation and Custody to a Parent Who Has
Committed One or More Acts of Family Violence .......... HB 498 12-96
CRIMES AND OFFENSES
Amendments to Criminal Statutes: Allow Previous Prosecutions
to Continue ............................................ SB 230 3-396
Bad Checks: Extend Right to Initiate Prosecution to Subsequent
Holders in Due Course .................................. SB 556 5-320
Bail Jumping: Redefine Offenses .......................... HB 768 5-323
Buying or Selling of Human Body Parts: Include Fetal Tissue HB 634 6-201
Child Custody: Amend Interference with Custody Law ...... HB 141 3-399
Controlled Substances: Provide for the Creation of Drug-Free
Commercial Zones ..................................... HB 1654 13-98
Controlled Substances: Provide Penalty for Trafficking in
Methamphetamine, Increase Criminal Penalty for Drug
Related Offenses Which Occur in Designated Areas,
Criminalize the Use of Minors for any Drug Related
Activity, Reimburse Political Candidates for the Cost
of Required Drug Tests ................................. HB 601 9-212
HB 1779
SB 593
SB 834
Controlled Substances: Provide Procedures for the Seizure
and Disposition of Forfeited Property; Provide for Liens
on Property Subject to Forfeiture; Provide for
Distribution of Forfeited Property and the Proceeds
from Such Property .................................... HB 72 8-28
Controlled Substances: Revoke Licenses for Drug Offenses .. SB 503 7-371
Crimes Against the Person: Designate Hijacking a Motor Vehicle
as a Felony ............................................ HB 1080 11-99
Crimes Against the Person: Increase Penalty for Family Violence
Convictions and Reduce the Number of "Free Strikes" for
Batterers .............................................. SB 610 13-101
Crimes Against the Person: Prohibit Stalking of an Intended
Victim ................................................ SB 13 10-95
Crimes Against the Person: Provide for the Criminal Offense
of Offering to Assist in the Commission of Suicide and
Committing an Act in Furtherance Thereof ............... HB 415 11-103
Crimes Against the Person: Provide Two Additional Means by
Which Aggravated Stalking Statute May Be Violated ....... HB 415 12-105
Crimes Against the Person: Redefine Aggravated Assault and
Provide for Additional Penalties ......................... HB 1198 11-110
288
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CRIMES AND OFFENSES cont'd
Criminal Attempt, Conspiracy, and Solicitation: Allow for Person
to be Convicted of Conspiracy to Commit Crime Despite
Completion of that Crime by Others ...................... HB 1560 13-105
Damage to and Intrusion Upon Property: Provide a New Law
Regarding Bombs and Explosives; Provide for Jurisdiction in
Juvenile Courts; Provide Specific Definitions and a
Comprehensive List of Explosives; Provide for Offenses Relating
to Manufacture, Transportation, Distribution, and Possession of
Explosives; Prohibit Certain Acts Relating to Hoax Devices;
Provide Penalties for Offenses; Provide for the Training of Bomb
Technicians, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technicians, and
Animal Handlers ....................................... SB 636 13-108
Dangerous Drugs: Penalties for Anabolic Steroids Increased . HB 71 6-204
Drug Abuse: Cocaine Trafficking/Mixtures Containing
Cocaine ............................................... SB 397 2-183
Foreclosure Fraud: Provide Definitions and Penalties;
Amend Fair Business Practices Act ...................... SB 647 5-327
SB 648
Forfeiture of Property Used in Burglary or Armed Robbery:
Provide for Forfeiture of Motor Vehicles, Tools, and Weapons
Used in Burglary or Armed Robbery ..................... HB 340 12-108
Forgery and Fraudulent Practices: Prohibit Fraudulent Attempts
to Obtain Refunds ...................................... HB 1378 11-114
Forgery and Fraudulent Practices: Prohibit Misleading
Identification of Data Transmitted Over Networks ......... HB 1630 13-112
Georgia Street Gang Terrorism and Prevention Act: Punish and
Deter Street Gangs ..................................... SB 735 9-219
Hazing: Provide Definitions and Criminal Penalties ......... HB 1662 5-330
Health Records: Prohibit Destruction, Alteration, or
Falsification ........................................... HB 1598 5-334
Littering Public and Private Property: Prohibit Dumping of
W aste ................................................. SB 275 10-100
Offenses Against Health and Morals: Prohibit People Who Have
Criminal Records from Residing In, Being Domiciled In, or
Being Employed by Certain Facilities .................... SB 176 14-76
Offenses Against Health and Morals: Provide Felony Penalties
for Soliciting, Engaging in, Contracting with, Conspiring with,
Encouraging, Abetting, or Directing a Minor to Commit a
Violent Felony ......................................... HB 533 11-117
Offenses Against Minors: Prohibit the Electronic Furnishing
of Obscene Material to Minors ........................... HB 138 10-104
Offenses Against Public Administration: Increase the Possible
Sentences for Prison Escape ............................ HB 1403 11-122
Offenses Against Public Administration: Prohibit Receipt of
Remuneration by Officials in Criminal Cases for Publishing
or Speaking on the Case Until Completion of Direct
Appeal ................................................ HB 105 14-81
Offenses Against Public Administration: Provide Definition
of Bribery of a Public Official or Employee ................ SB 72 8-40
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CRIMES AND OFFENSES cont'd
Offenses Against Public Health and Morals: Increase
Penalties for Acts or Omissions Resulting in the Deprivation
of Minors; Raise the Age of Admission into Establishments
Where Live Performances Displaying Sexually Explicit
Nudity or Conduct Occur ............................... SB 396 13-116
Offenses Against Public Health and Morals: Provide for
Stricter Regulations on the Sale of Cigarettes and
Tobacco-Related Objects to Minors ...................... HB 1365 13-121
Offenses Against Public Order: Control Disruption of State
Capitol Business ....................................... HE 126 3-401
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety: Increase Penalty
for Commission of Crime with a Firearm by a Convicted
Felon; Provide for Life Confinement Upon a Subsequent
Conviction; Provide for Felony Offense of Riot When a
Person in a Penal Institution Commits an Act of Violence .. HB 87 12-112
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety: Prohibit Discharge
of Firearm While Intoxicated; Provide for Instant
Background Checks When Purchasing Handgun; Preempt
Local Regulations of Firearms ........................... SB 58 12-118
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety: Prohibit
Interception and Publication of Cellular Radio Telephone
Communications.. ..................................... SB 131 12-128
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety: Prohibit the
Issuance of Pistol Licenses to Nonpardoned Felons ........ HB 1201 11-124
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety: Prohibit Leaving
Abandoned Automobiles Accessible to Children ........... HB 1156 9-225
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety: Prohibit Use of
Computer or Computer Network to Facilitate Other
Offenses .............................................. HB 76 12-130
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety: Provide for
Consent to Intercept, Record, or Divulge Message Sent by
Telephone, Telegraph, Letter, or Other Means Such as
Cellular Phones When Involving a Minor ............... HB 47 10-109
HB 139
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety: Provide Definition
and Procedures for Use of Pen Register and Trap and Trace
Device ................................................ HB 340 12-138
Offenses Against Public Order and Safety: Provide for
Specific Means of Carrying Concealed Weapons; Permit
Holder of Valid License to Have Handgun in Any Location
Within Motor Vehicle; Permit Persons Legally Entitled to
Carry Handguns in Other States to Carry Handguns in
Georgia ............................................... SB 678 13-123
Offenses Involving Theft: Provide for Presumption of Intent
to Convert Rented or Leased Personal Property After a
Certain Term; Change Venue Requirements .............. HB 1358 11-126
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations: Apply
Georgia RICO Act to Interrelated Patterns or Criminal
Activity Motivated by or the Effect of Which is Pecuniary
Gain or Economic or Physical Threat or Injury to Others ... SB 282 14-90
Reckless Abandonment of a Child: Provide Elements of the
Offense and Criminal Penalties .......................... HB 29 6-209
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Safety Offenses: Includes Stun Guns, Tasers in Firearm
Definition ............................................. HB 1109 2-182
Sexual Exploitation of Children: Provide for Criminal and
Civil Penalties ......................................... HB 454 3-403
Sexual Offenses: Establish Offenses of Sexual Battery and
Aggravated Sexual Battery and Revise Definition of the
Offense of Sexual Assault Against Persons in Custody ..... SB 602 7-258
Sexual Offenses: Prohibit Sexual Contact Between
Psychotherapist and Patient ............................ HB 1523 9-227
Sexual Offenses: Prohibit Solicitation of Persons Under
the Age of Seventeen ................................... HB 1221 5-336
Sexual Offenses: Provide that Under Certain Conditions
Chemical Treatment and Treatment by a Qualified Mental
Health Professional May be Required as a Condition of
Probation by a Court Sentencing a First Time Offender of
Child Molestation; Provide for Treatment Prior to Release
from Custody; Provide that No Treatment be Administered
Until Person has been Fully Informed of Side Effects of
Hormonal Chemical Treatment and has Consented in
Writing; Provide for Administration of Treatment by State
Board of Pardons and Paroles; Provide that Physician or
Qualified Mental Health Professional Who Acts in Good
Faith Compliance in Administration of Treatment or
Counseling be Immune from Civil or Criminal Liability;
Provide that Person Undergoing Treatment Participate in
and Pay for Counseling ................................. HB 211 14-95
State-Wide Probation Act: Revise Certain Provisions ........ SB 434 5-341
Threatening or Influencing Witnesses: Expand Prohibitions HB 1577 5-346
Vetoed Bill: Distribution and Display of Sexually Explicit
Materials to Minors ..................................... HB 197 3-406
Notice: Controlled Substances: Change List ................ HB 1158 2-254
Notice: Obstructing Law Enforcement Officers in Their
Duties ................................................ HB 1320 2-254
CRIMINAL LAW
Controlled Substances: Fines/Forfeitures Fund: Cocaine Task
Force ................................................. SB 147
Pharmacy Robbery: Theft of Controlled Substances ......... SB 57
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
Arrest of Persons: Family Violence Provisions: Unmarried
Cohabitation ........................................... HB 1447
Bail Bonds: Revise Procedures ............................ HB 35
Bills of Indictment: Limit Presentations to Grand Jury ...... HB 653
Bonds and Recognizances: Amend Forfeiture Provisions ..... HB 187
Bonds and Recognizances: Amend Provisions for Notice to
Superior Court; Provide for Temporary Release of
Certain Detainees ...................................... SB 255
HB 466
Bonds and Recognizances: Amend Provisions Regarding
Certain Offenses ....................................... HB 776
1-285
1-287
2-185
3-411
3-414
6-212
6-216
5-348
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE cont'd
Bonds and Recognizances: Expand Superior Court
Jurisdiction of Bail Hearings; Create Rebuttable
Presumption of Flight for Persons Accused of Certain
Violent Crimes ......................................... SB 81 12-141
Bonds and Recognizances: Provide for Increased Bail and
for Filing Separate Police Reports for Incidents of
Family Violence ........................................ HB 448 8-43
HB 449
Bonds and Recognizances: Provide that Certain Persons
Arrested Without a Warrant Upon Acts of Family Violence
Shall Not Be Eligible for Bail Prior to an Appearance Before
a Judicial Officer; Provide for Increased Bail and Specific
Conditions for Release for Offenses Involving an Act of
Family Violence; Provide for Bail Only Before a Judge in
Certain Offenses Involving Family Violence and Serious
Injury; Provide a Definition ............................. SB 555 11-129
Bonds and Recognizances: Release Surety from Liability at
Discretion of the Court When the Principal Uses a False
Nam e ................................................. HB 620 14-106
Death Penalty: Date of Imposition ......................... HB 159 1-289
Death Penalty Cases: Provide for Review of Pretrial
Proceedings ........................................... SB 100 5-353
Felonies Against Minors: Extend Statue of Limitations ...... HB 33 3-418
Guilty But Mentally Ill ................................... SB 129 1-290
Juvenile Offenders: Provide for Incarceration with
Department of Human Resources ........................ SB 301 3-420
Legal Defense of Indigents: Provide Indigent Defense Funds
to Defend Indigent Juveniles ............................ HB 1254 11-135
Limitations on Prosecution: Provide for the Tolling of the
Statute of Limitations for Prosecutions of Certain Offenses
Against Children ....................................... HB 240 9-231
Malicious or Unfounded Prosecution: Penalties Assessed by
M agistrates ............................................ SB 339 2-187
Mental Retardation: Provide Plea and Procedure for Pleas
Made Subsequent to Conviction and Sentence ............ HB 878 5-358
Pretrial Proceedings: Provide for Discovery and Inspection of
Evidence by the Prosecution and Defendants in Criminal
Cases ................................................. HB 828 11-137
Pretrial Proceedings: Provide for Transfer and Indictments;
Revise Procedures for Handling Individuals Not Competent
to Stand Trial; Revise Criminal Discovery for Felonies ..... HB 627 12-144
Searches and Seizures: Regulate Law Office Searches ....... HB 356 6-221
Searches and Seizures: Revise Grounds for Issuance and
Execution of Search Warrant ............................ SB 641 7-261
Sentence and Punishment: Provide that Persons Who Are
Convicted of Certain Serious Violent Felonies Shall Serve
Minimum Prison Sentences and Other Court Ordered
Sentences in Their Entirety; Provide that a Person Who Has
Been Convicted of a Serious Violent Felony for the Second
Time Shall Be Sentenced to Life Imprisonment
Without Parole ......................................... SB 441 11-159
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Sentence and Punishment: Regulation of HIV Testing in
AIDS-Transmitting Crimes .............................. HB 554 8-49
Sentencing: Victim Impact Statement ..................... SB 75 1-292
Sentencing and Punishment: Permit Judicial Consideration of
Certain Evidence and Testimony in Cases in Which the
Death Penalty May be Imposed .......................... HB 486 10-113
Sexual Offenses: Admissible Evidence: Minors ............. HB 27 1-294
State Contracts: Certain Violations: Bid Prohibitions ........ HB 940 1-296
Trial: Amend Provisions Relating to Closed Circuit
Television Testimony of Child Victims of Certain Sexual
Offenses .............................................. SB 178 8-52
Victim Compensation: Change Certain Defimitions; Define
Additional Terms; Repeal Certain Provisions; Change
Certain Provisions; Change Power of the Georgia Crime
Victims Compensation Board ............................ HB 690 11-166
Victims Compensation: Provide for Eligibility for Compensation
of Victims of Certain Crimes Committed Outside the State;
Change Definitions and Time Period for Filing a Claim .... SB 90 14-110
Victim of Crimes: Present at Trial ......................... SB 74 1-298
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, COURTS
Crime Victims' Bill of Rights: Provide for Crime Victims' Rights;
Increase Maximum Amount of Compensation Payable to Victims
of Crimes; District Attorneys: Provide for Additional Duties of
District Attorneys with Respect to Crime Victims' Rights ... HB 170 12-158
HB 178
DEBTOR AND CREDITOR
Garnishment: Payment of Expenses ....................... HB 59 1-300
Garnishment Proceedings: Provide Definitions; Provide
Immunization and Reimbursement for Costs of Banks and
Other Financial Institutions; Provide Procedures for
Banks in Possession of Property ....................... HB 307 14-114
Garnishment Proceedings: Provide for Exemptions ......... HB 1098 7-265
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Adoption: Limit Recourse When Adoption Petition is Predicated
on Exception to Requiring Surrender or Termination of
Parental Rights ........................................ SB 307 12-166
Adoption: Make Technical Corrections to Adoption Code ..... HB 604 8-57
Adoption: Surrender of Parental Rights .................... HB 1211 2-194
Alimony and Child Support: Authorize Court Ordered Support
Past Age of Majority .................................... HB 1519 9-234
HB 1598
HB 1687
Alimony and Child Support: Limit Issuance or Renewal of
Licenses for Failure to Comply with Child Support Order... SB 227 13-127
Alimony and Child Support: Provide for Enforcement and
Collection ............................................. HB 302 3-424
Alimony and Child Support Generally: Amend Child Support
Calculations ........................................... HB 76 12-169
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DOMESTIC RELATIONS cont'd
Alimony and Child Support Generally: Provide for Accident
and Sickness Insurance Coverage for Children ............ HB 1515 11-171
Alimony and Child Support Generally: Provide that Late Child
Support Payments Become a Judgment by Operation of Law;
Set Time Limit for Contempt Hearings; Require that Income
Deduction Order be Entered When Support Order Entered;
Allow Title IV-D of the Federal Social Security Act (IV-D)
Agency to Issue Such an Order and Allow Obligee to Enforce
Deduction Order; Provide for Notice and Service of Income
Deduction Order ....................................... HB 284 14-121
Alimony and Child Support Generally: Provide for Payroll
Deductions for Child Support and for Revisions of
Judgment for Permanent Alimony or Child Support Generally
When Authorized, Petition and Hearing; Cohabitation with
Third Party as Grounds for Revision; Attorney Fees;
Temporary Modification Pending Trial ................... HB 261 10-118
Alimony and Child Support Generally: Provide a Right to a
Hearing When an Income Deduction is Ordered Because of a
One-Month Delinquency in Child Support; Provide Removal of
Certain Exceptions to Applicability in Income Deduction ... SB 555 11-176
SB 277
Child Abuse: Require Certain Individuals to Report ......... HB 1355 5-365
Child Custody, Etc.: Court Actions: Attorney's Fees .......... HB 11 1-302
Child Custody Proceedings: Parental Agreements ........... HB 377 2-192
Child Custody Proceedings: Require Ratification of Joint
Custody Agreements and Parental Notice of Change of
Address ............................................... HB 1528 9-243
HB 1814
Child/Spousal Support: Obligations ........................ HB 155 1-303
Child and Spousal Support: Comply With Federal Guidelines
to Enforce Child Support Awards ........................ HB 139 6-227
Collection of Child Support Payments: Remove from
Probation Department .................................. SB 63 6-232
Comprehensive Child Abuse Legislation ................... HB 1316 7-268
HB 1317
HB 1318
HB 1319
HB 1320
HB 1321
HB 1323
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Enforcement of Duty to Support: Require Registry Be Used to
Process Both In-State and Out-of-State Requests; Require
Any Entity in Georgia to Disclose Certain Information to
DHR Regarding Obligor and Punishment Noncompliance;
Provide Notice Provisions to Inform Absent Parent of Rights;
Allow IV-D Agency to Institute Arrearage Collection Procedures
Including the Use of Liens and Seizures; Establish the
Department of Administrative Services Bank Match Registry
to Aid in Support Enforcement and Procedures for Seizure of
Account Assets; Provide for the Creation of a Case Registry
for All Georgia Support Orders; Replace Uniform Reciprocal
Enforcement of Support Act with Uniform Interstate
Family Support Act .................................... HB 284 14-121
Family Violence: Provide that a Hearing Shall Be Held Within
Ten Days of the Filing of a Family Violence Petition or as Soon
As Practical Thereafter, But in No Case Later than Thirty
Days After the Filing of the Petition; Provide for the
Conversion of Protective Orders to Permanent Orders ..... SB 555 11-180
Family Violence: Provide Jurisdiction and Venue Over
Nonresidents in Certain Circumstances; Provide that It Is
Unlawful to Knowingly Disclose Location of Family Violence
Shelter; Provide that the State Commission on Family
Violence be Assigned to the Administrative Office of the
Courts for Administrative Purposes Only ................. SB 171 14-151
Family Violence Act: Modify Provisions .................... HB 1399 5-370
HB 1400
HB 1406
HB 1407
Grandparents' Visitation Rights ........................... SB 395 2-189
Homicide of a Child: Amend Right of Parents to Recover in
Tort .................................................. HB 203 3-428
Legitimation Cases: Establish the Duty of the Father to
Support His Child ...................................... HB 556 6-234
Marriage Generally: Prohibit Same-Sex Marriage ........... HB 1580 13-137
Parent and Child: Expand Scope of Grandparents' Visitation
Rights ................................................ HB 1434 5-374
Parent and Child Relationship Generally: Allow the
Establishment of Legitimacy in DHR-Initiated Paternity
Determination Petitions; Eliminate the Right to a Jury Trial
in Paternity Determination Proceedings; Instruct court to
Grant Motion for Genetic Tests When Moving Party Submits
Sworn Affidavit and Allow DHR to Order Genetic Tests
When Paternity Not Established; Establish a Rebuttable
Presumption of Paternity and Provide for Temporary
Support Order; Instruct Trier of Fact to Receive Evidence
of Medical Cost Without Third-Party Testimony ........... HB 284 14-121
Parent and Child Relationship Generally: Provide
Requirements and Judicial Standards for Original Actions
for Visitation Rights or Intervention; Provide for Revocation
or Amendment of Visitation Rights ...................... SB 640 13-148
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Parent and Child Relationship Generally: Provide a Standard
for Loss of Parental Power; Enforcement of Duty to Support:
Change Procedures Relating to Periodic Review and
Adjustment of Administrative and Judicial Child Support
Orders ................................................ SB 348 13-155
Persons Owing Child Support: Require Employers to Report
Certain Information .................................... HB 625 3-431
Uncontested Divorces: Provide for Waiver of Evidentiary
Hearings .............................................. HB 234 3-435
Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act: Expand Definitions . HB 1509 5-377
EDUCATION
Education Legislation .................................... HB 146 8-66
HB 589
HB 792
SB 71
SB 313
SB 328
SB 348
SB 396
Elementary, Secondary, and Adult Education: Add Drug
• and Alcohol Use Educational Program to Core Curriculum . HB 1261 7-377
Elementary, Secondary, and Adult Education: Provide for
Fingerprinting and Criminal Record Checks of Prospective
Educators; Provide for Sanctions Against Students for
Damage of State-Provided Class Materials; Provide for
Voting Requirement for School Boards ................... SB 526 11-184
Elementary, Secondary, and Adult Education: Require a
Moment of Quiet Reflection at the Opening of Each School
Day; Prevent Prohibition of Student-Initiated, Voluntary
Prayer at Schools and School-Related Events ............. SB 396 11-187
General Provisions: Create Office of School Readiness;
Elementary and Secondary Education: Provide State School
Superintendent with Authority to Employ Certain Senior
Staff Personnel and to Enter Into Certain Contracts;
Vocational Education: Provide that the Department of Adult
and Technical Education be Responsible for Libraries ..... SB 709 13-160
General Provisions: Provide Sanctions Against Students
in Postsecondary Education Institutions for Drug
Convictions ............................................ HB 1231 7-379
Quality Basic Education Act: Enacted ...................... SB 82 1-306
Quality Basic Education Act: Amend Provisions ............ SB 588 5-381
School Safety Act: Require Superior Courts to Notify Local
School System When a Juvenile or Student Over Seventeen
is Convicted of a Felony or Criminal Offense; Provide for
Student Code of Conduct for the Local School Systems;
Provide for Reporting Alleged Criminal Action by Student;
Authorize Statewide Suspension or Expulsion of Students
Convicted of a Felony; Provide for Alternative Placement
of Such Students ....................................... HB 567 14-155
Notice: Employee Termination or Suspension: Due Process .. SB 478 2-255
296
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Notice: School Board Decisions on School Law:
Notice and Appeal ...................................... SB 416 2-255
ELECTIONS
Ethics in Government: Campaign Contributions and
Disclosure Provisions ................................... HB 1312 7-279
HB 1336
HB 1385
HB 1465
Ethics in Government: Provide for the Applicability of
Disclosure Provisions to Activities Relating to the
Influencing of Certain Local Public Officers and
Employees ............................................ HB 1298 11-193
Ethics in Government: Regulate Lobbyist Gifts and
Contributions to Public Officers and Limit Campaign
Contributions .......................................... HB 1125 9-247
Ethics in Government: Relax Financial Disclosure
Requirements ......................................... SB 564 5-385
Ethics in Government: Revise Campaign Contribution
Regulations ........................................... SB 30 6-240
The Recall Act of 1989: Provide Specific Grounds for Recall .. SB 37 6-236
EMINENT DOMAIN
Exercise of Power of Eminent Domain for Special Purposes:
Provide Restrictions on Use of Eminent Domain Power by
Petroleum Pipeline Companies .......................... SB 24 12-184
EVIDENCE
Competency of Witnesses: Amend Provisions for Qualification
of Victims and Witnesses of Child Molestation and Other
Crim es ................................................ SB 216 6-249
Crime Against Minor Child: Compel Testimony of Spouse .... SB 34 3-439
Hearsay: Allow the Admission of Medical Reports as
Nonhearsay ........................................... HB 325 14-163
Hearsay: Provide for Admissibility of Testimony Based on
Statements by Child Witnesses .......................... HB 155 12-197
Hearsay: Sexually Abused Children ........................ HB 289 2-194
Library Records: Provide for Confidentiality and
Non-Disclosure ........................................ HB 297 3-443
Particular Matters of Proof: Permit Authentication of
Photographs, Motion Pictures, Videotapes, and Audio
Recordings for Admissibility as Evidence When Witness is
Unavailable and Device Was Not Operated by an
Individual ............................................. HB 1235 13-167
Proof Generally: Provide Procedures for Operating and
Maintaining a DNA Data Bank .......................... SB 594 9-260
Rape Shield Statute: Provide Qualified Twvo-Part Requirement
for Admission of Complainant's Past Sexual History ....... HB 229 6-245
Securing Attendance of Witnesses and Production and
Preservation of Evidence: Allow Dispositions of Physicians
to Preserve Testimony in Criminal Child Abuse and
Molestation Proceedings ................................ HB 290 12-201
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Witnesses: A Qualified Reporters' Privilege ................. SB 636 7-286
Witnesses Generally: Provide for Confidentiality of Certain
Communications ....................................... SB 223 12-207
FOOD, DRUGS AND COSMETICS
Inspection Warrants: Provide for Practices, Procedures, and
Requirements ......................................... SB 116 6-253
SB 117
GUARDIAN AND WARD
Guardians of Beneficiaries of United States Department of
Veteran Affairs: Revise Provisions Relating to Guardian's
Compensation; Redefine Terminology Relating to Guardians;
Revise Notice Procedure Provided by Guardian Applicant;
Provide Preference for Assigning Guardianship to Relative
of Ward; Revise Rules of Periodic Accounting and Surety
Bond Maintenance; Restrict Guardian from Being Named
Beneficiary Under Ward's Will or in Ward's Life Insurance . SB 596 13-173
Guardians of Minors: Provide Authority to Settle Claims of
Minors; Provide Jurisdiction to Probate Court Judges in
Appointing Guardians and Temporary Guardians; Change
Requirements and Procedures Relating to Appointment of
Temporary Guardians; Provide for Bonds of Guardians
Appointed by Probate Court ............................. SB 105 12-216
Guardianship Over Property: Revise Reporting
Requirements ......................................... HB 1557 5-391
HANDICAPPED PERSONS
Community Trusts: Clarify Definition of Successor Trusts;
Clarify Distributions to Successor Trusts; Provide for
Distributions to Successor Trusts After Death of Life
Beneficiary When Donor Has Designated Self or Spouse as
Life Beneficiary; Provide for Distributions Upon Withdrawal
or Revocation of the Donation; Allow for More Frequent Use
of Trust Funds to Provide Noncash Benefits; Provide for Use
of Funds in Successor Trusts for the Benefit of Indigent
Persons Suffering from Impairments; Provide for
Distribution of Assets from Trusts or Successor Trusts to the
Nonprofit Organization Administering the Trust in Specified
Circumstances; Provide that One or More Accounts May be
Set Up for a Life Beneficiary; Clarify Power of Co-Trustee
with Regard to Withdrawal; Clarify Applicability of
Qualified Immunity for Trustees ......................... HB 650 14-167
Physically Handicapped: Establish Personal Attendant Care
Program .............................................. HB 1217 5-394
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HEALTH
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation: Authorize Emergency Medical
Technicians to Effectuate a "Do Not Resuscitate" Order for
Patients at Home; Provide a "Do Not Resuscitate" Order Form
and an Identifying Bracelet, Anklet, or Necklace to be Worn
by Patients at Home; Provide for Notification of Revocation
or Cancellation of a "Do Not Resuscitate" Order ........... SB 55 12-223
Care and Protection of Indigent and Elderly Patients: Provide
for Written Disclosure by Entities that Specialize in Care of
Alzheimer's Patients; Provide for Standard Disclosure Form;
Provide that Failure to Disclose is Violation of Fair Business
Practices Act of 1975; Provide for Remedies ............... HB 558 12-234
Care and Protection of Indigent and Elderly Patients: Remove
Restrictions on Ombudsman Visitation of Patients; Provide
Ombudsman with Great Access to Patient Records; Reduce
Interference with Official Ombudsman Duties; Immunize
Ombudsman from Liability; Provide Heightened
Ombudsman Training Requirements ..................... HB 557 12-241
Chiropractic Practice: Allow Chiropractors to Recommend and
Dispense Vitamins, Minerals, or Food Supplements ........ HB 1243 5-413
Clinical Laboratories: Amend Provisions for the Disclosure
of AIDS Confidential Information and for the Ordering of
HIVTests ............................................. HB 842 7-312
Comprehensive Nursing Home Legislation ................. HB 389 8-74
SB 186
SB 212
SB 213
Health Care for the Elderly: Establish New Requirements
for the Operation of Nursing Homes and Personal Care
Hom es ................................................ SB 680 9-265
SB 681
SB 693
HB 1640
Hospitalization for Tuberculosis: Ensure Due Process for
Persons Involuntarily Hospitalized ....................... HB 454 121-247
Human Resources: Final Order/Action: Amended Appeal
Provisions ............................................. HB 1315 2-200
Living Wills: Allow Pregnant Women and Patients in a Coma or
Persistent Vegetative State to Have Life-Sustaining Measures
Withheld or Withdrawn ................................. HB 968 9-270
Living Wills: Certain Form ................................ SB 191 1-309
Living Wills: Clarify Requirements for Effective Revocation.. HB 18 3-446
Mentally Incompetent Persons: Sterilization ................ SB 110 1-310
Omnibus AIDS Bill ...................................... HB 1281 5-397
Optometric Practice: Allow Use to Topically Applied Agents
for Treatment of Ocular Diseases; Provide for Continuing
Education ............................................. HB 1169 5-419
Performance of Sterilization Procedures: Deletion of
Spousal Consent and Consulting Opinion Requirements ... SB 552 7-309
Radiation Control: Allocate Responsibilities Between
Department of Human Resources and Department of
Natural Resources ..................................... HB 947 7-304
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HEALTH cont'd
Regulation and Construction of Hospitals and Other Health
Care Facilities: Require Nursing Homes to Perform
Criminal Record Checks for Applicants for Employment ... HB. 318 12-252
Surgical and Medical Treatment: Provide for Informed
Consent ................................................ SB 367 5-426
The Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care Act ......... HB 999 7-297
Vital Records: Revise Birth Certificate, Death Certificate,
and Disposition Permit Requirements .................... HB 269 8-81
Notice: Day Care Centers/Personal Care Homes: Employee
Record Checks ......................................... HB 1420 2-256
Notice: Operation of Bathhouses .......................... HB 1189 2-256
Notice: Regulation and Construction of Hospitals ........... SB 56 2-256
HEALTH, MENTAL HEALTH
Regulation and Construction of Hospitals and Other Health
Care Facilities: Expand Definition and Confidentiality
Provisions Regarding Peer Review Organizations;
Examination, Treatment, etc., for Mental Illness: Clarify
Definition of When Outpatient Treatment is Necessary .... SB 93 12-258
HIGHWAYS, BRIDGES AND FERRIES
Developmental Highways: Create Network Through State ... HB 16 6-257
Regulation of Maintenance and Use of Public Roads Generally:
Provide that No Outdoor Advertising Depicting Obscene
Material Shall be Allowed; Restrict Outdoor Advertising of
Commercial Establishments Where Nudity is Exhibited .... SB 586 13-180
Notice: Department of Transportation: Contracts: One Bid
Received .............................................. HB 705 2-257
INSURANCE
Authorization and General Requirements for Transaction
of Insurance: Establish New Procedures to Ensure the
Financial Stability of Insurance Companies ............... SB 347 8-89
Consumer Warranties: Provide for Bond as Insurance
Alternative ............................................ SB 589 5-432
Department and Commissioner of Insurance: Require
Insurance Commissioner to File Periodic Reports; Regulation
of Rates, Underwriting Rules, and Related Organizations:
Allow Upward Adjustments of Workers' Compensation
Insurance Ratings; Health Maintenance Organizations: Allow
HMO Member to Retain Preferred Physician; Insurance
Generally: Change Review Process for Cancellation or
Failure to Renew Policy ................................. HB 1404 13-183
Domestic Stock and Mutual Insurers: Create Exceptions to
Prohibited Transactions for Directors and Employees;
Permit Transferability of Insurance Interests ............. SB 332 12-264
Domestic Stock and Mutual Insurers: Provide for the
Conversion of a Mutual Insurer to a Stock Insurer; Authorize
Domestic Stock Insurers to Issue Preferred Stock ......... HB 1623 11-193
SB 694
300
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INSURANCE cont'd
Georgia Motor Vehicle Accident Reparations Act: Repeal
Provisions Requiring Personal Injury Protection
Insurance Coverage and Related Provisions ............... SB 110 8-99
Group Health Insurance: Continued Coverage After
Cancellation ......... ............................ HB 212 2-204
Health Care Plans: Provide for Certification of Managed
Health Care Plans; Mandate Disclosure of Information to
Enrollees; Mandate a Grievance Procedure for Enrollees
Denied a Claim; Bar Plans for Paying Physicians Who Give
Less Than Appropriate Care or Penalizing Physicians Who
Advocate Appropriate Care for Their Patients ............. HB 1338 13-190
Individual or Group Accident and Sickness Insurance: Provide
Mandatory Coverage for Certain Cancer Tests ............. HB 538 9-280
Insurance Generally: Authorize Use of Preexisting Conditions
Exclusions for Limitations in Group Policies or Contracts of
Disability Income Insurance ............................ SB 23 12-268
Insurance Generally: Define Minimum In-Patient Care that
Health Insurers Must Provide for a Mother and Newborn;
Require that if the Physician and Mother Choose an Earlier
Discharge, Health Insurers Must Cover Up to Tvo
Follow-Up Visits ....................................... SB 482 13-201
Insurance Generally: Provide for Limited Release of Settling
Insurance Carrier and Insured Tortfeasor for Claims Arising
out of Motor Vehicle Accidents Covered by Two or More
Insurance Carriers ..................................... HB 471 11-200
Insurance Generally: Provide Provisions and Definitions
Relating to Insurance, Recovery for Personal Injury from a
Third Party, Settlement of Claims, Right of Reimbursement
for Medical Expenses and Disability Payments, Set-Offs,
Subrogation for Conflicting Provisions, Confidentiality
Provisions, and Provisions for Notice to Third Parties ...... SB 280 14-172
Insurance Reform ....................................... 3-448
Insurance Regulation: Require Offering Additional
Coverage .............................................. HB 1427 7-317
Insurance Regulation: Require Pooling of Small Groups for
Premium Rating and Higher Deductibles for Individual
Health Policies ........................................ SB 434 7-320
Insurance Regulation: Revise Agent Licensing
Requirements ......................................... HB 175 6-274
Insurance Regulation: Tentative Steps Toward Reform ...... SB 30 6-261
SB 31
SB 35
SB 36
HB 178
HB 182
HB 183
HB 201
Liability Insurers: Reporting of Certain Information ......... SB 384 2-202
Life Insurance: Grant to Publicly Owned Corporations an
Insurance Interest in Employees ......................... HB 1589 5-435
Motor Vehicle Insurance: Spouse's Coverage: Termination ... HB 346 1-312
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INSURANCE cont'd
Risk-Based Capital: Provide for the Computation of
Risk-Based Capital Levels for Insurers and the Submission
of Risk-Based Capital Reports by Insurers; Provide for the
Authority of the Commissioner of Insurance to Take Action;
Provide Immunity from Civil Action to Receivers .......... HB 838 13-212
Vehicle Service or Extended Warranty Agreements:
Empower Commissioner to Regulate ..................... HB 314 6-278
Notice: Premium Finance Company: Insurance Cancellation
Notice ................................................ HB 1393 2-257
LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Employment Security: Extend Period for Employer
Contribution Rates; Provide for Admissibility of Drug Tests;
Deny Benefits to Individuals Discharged for Drug-Free
Workplace Violations; Require Claimants Filing for
Unemployment to be Advised of the Tax Consequences
of Filing for Benefits ................................... HB 1270 13-217
General Provisions: Expand Scope of Employer Immunity for
Disclosure of Information Regarding Employee Job
Performance ........................................... HB 1492 13-224
Workers' Compensation: Alter Determination of Experience
Modifiers; Change Provisions Relating to Admission and
Termination of Members of a Self-Insurance Fund; Revise
Provisions Relating to Maintenance of Loss Reserves ...... HB 106 13-227
Workers' Compensation: Grant Immunity to Businesses
Using Services of a Temporary Help Contracting Firm
or Employee Leasing Company .......................... SB 331 12-271
Workers' Compensation: Owner-Operators of Vehicles
Leased to Carriers Become Independent Contractors for
Workers' Compensation Purposes ........................ HB 773 8-109
Workers' Compensation: Provide 1996 Olympic and
Paralympic Volunteers with Workers' Compensation
Coverage .............................................. SB 17 12-276
Workers' Compensation: Provide Employers Three Methods
of Providing Medical Care for Employees; Delete
Requirement that Board Send Notice of Claim to All Parties;
Extend Time for Hearing Following Notice; Alter Appellate
Review Standard; Define Certain Terms; Provide that Alcohol
or Controlled Substance Use May Prevent Recovery by
Employee in Certain Circumstances; Provide for Fines for
Fraud in Certain Circumstances; Provide for Admissibility
of Report from Prospective Employer in Lieu of Oral
Technology; Provide Grace Period to Test Employee's
Recovery from Injury; Increase Maximum Disability
Payments ............................................. HB 1505 11-204
Workers' Compensation: Provide Guidelines and Limits on
Number of Corporate Exemptions; Revise Provisions
Relating to Subrogation; Create a Fraud and Compliance
Unit; Provide Requirements Relating to Advertising;
Revise Other Miscellaneous Aspects of Workers'
Compensation System .................................. HB 596 12-280
302
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LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS cont'd
Workers' Compensation: Refine the Definition of Injury and
Independent Contractor; Require the Use of Medical
Evidence; Provide Exemptions for Limited Liability
Corporations; Require Probate Courts to Appoint Guardians;
Specify the Use of Guidelines in the Determination
of Impairment ......................................... HB 1291 13-233
Workers' Compensation: Revise Extensively the Provisions
Concerning Benefits and Coverage, Employer Ratings by
Insurers, the Award Process, and Other Miscellaneous
Aspects of the System .................................. HB 1679 9-285
Workers' Compensation Reform ........................... 3-459
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AND AGENCIES
Employment and Training of Peace Officers: Restrict
Public Access to Bomb Technicians' Training Materials .... SB 173 14-179
Georgia Bureau of Investigation: Expunge Criminal Records
When Arrested But Not Charged or Charges Dismissed;
Allow Prosecutor Discretion in Expungement; Provide for
Judicial Review of Prosecutor or Agency Decision Against
Expunging Record; Provide for Fees for Expungement ..... HB 183 14-182
Georgia Bureau of Investigation: Provide Certificate of
Authenticity ........................................... HB 838 11-209
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Conflict of Interest in Zoning Actions: Provide for
Disqualification of a Zoning Official When There is a
Conflict of Interest and Expand Rezoning Applicants'
Political Contribution Disclosure Requirements ........... SB 67 8-114
Counties/Municipalities: Zoning Power .................... HB 51 1-314
HB 325
Enterprise Zone Employment Act of 1997: Provide for the
Creation and Comprehensive Regulation of Enterprise
Zones Within Municipalities and Counties; Provide for
Legislative Findings and Intent; Provide Definitions;
Provide for Municipal and County Tax Credits and
Exemptions or Abatements for Qualified Businesses Within
an Enterprise Zone; Provide for Procedures, Conditions,
and Limitations; Provide for Powers, Duties, and Authority
of the Department of Community Affairs ................. HB 663 14-191
General Provisions: Allow Municipal Governing Authorities
to Empower Mayor to Enter Into Contracts on Municipal
Corporation's Behalf .................................... SB 706 7-324
Municipalities: Waiver of Sovereign Immunity .............. HB 1471 2-208
Reorganization: General Assembly ........................ HB 1572 2-211
Urban Redevelopment: Allow County or Municipality to
Offset Payment in Condemnation Proceedings by Amount
of Existing Municipal or County Tax Liens, Including
Special Assessment Tax Liens ........................... HB 989 11-212
Notice: Disclosure of Public Officials' Property Interest ...... HB 618 2-257
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MENTAL HEALTH
Examination, Treatment, Etc., for Mental Illness: Provide
for Treatment Team to Concur on Decision to Discharge
Mental Patients and for Period of Conditional Release of
Mentally Ill Defendants ................................. HB 469 8-121
HB 889
Treatment of Mentally Ill Persons/Alcoholics/Drug Abusers:
Outpatient/Inpatient Procedures ......................... SB 318 2-215
MOTOR VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC
Drivers' Licenses: Comply with the Provisions of the Federal
Driver's Privacy Protection Act; Provide Strict Guidelines for
the Release of Personal Information from Drivers' Licenses
and Other Records of the Department of Public Safety ..... HB 587 14-196
Drivers' Licenses: Mandate Implied Consent Warnings and
Applicable Intoxication Levels for Georgia Drivers; Provide
for Certification of Testing Equipment and Personnel;
Provide for Taking and Admission of Sequential Breath
Samples ............................................... HB 610 12-289
Drivers' Licenses: Provide that Learner's Permits May be
Obtained at Age Fifteen, Permit Holders Must Be
Accompanied by Person Twenty-one Years or Older;
Provide that Intermediate Class D License May Be
Obtained at Age Sixteen and Holder May Not Drive
Between 1:00 a.m. and 5:00 a.m. Except Under One of
Four Exceptions; Provide for Zero Tolerance for Alcohol
in Drivers Under Age Twenty-one; Provide for a Mandatory
Twenty-four Hour Jail Sentence for All Young Drivers
Convicted of Driving with 0.08 grams or Higher Blood
Alcohol Concentration and that Offenders Will Be
Segregated from Other Inmates; Provide for Mandatory
Community Service for Young Drivers Convicted of Driving
with a 0.02 grams to 0.07 grams Blood Alcohol Concentration;
Provide for Suspension of Young Drivers' Permit or
Class D License for Any Conviction for Hit and Run,
Racing, Fleeing the Police, Reckless Driving, or for Any
Offense Which Adds Four Points to a Driver's Record;
Provide that a Permit or License Will be Suspended for
a Minor Who Drops Out of School, Has More than Ten
Consecutive Unexcused Absences in a Semester, or Has
Been Suspended for Threatening a Teacher, Selling, or
Possessing Drugs, Alcohol, or Carrying a Weapon to
School; Provide that a Nolo Contendre Plea Will Be
Interpreted as a Conviction ............................. HB 681 14-203
Drivers' Licenses: Provide for Suspension for Misdemeanor
Possession, Provide for Delay in Issuance for Conviction
of Controlled Substance Related Offenses, and Increase
Time of Suspension .................................... HB 123 8-126
Drivers' Licenses: Provide for Suspension, Revocation, or
Delay in Issuance for Conviction of Controlled Substance
Related Offenses; Formation of Intervention Program ..... HB 1185 7-337
HB 1200
304
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MOTOR VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC cont'd
Drivers' Licenses: Repeal Certain Requirements for Habitual
Offender Applications for Probationary Licenses; Provide
Administrative Suspension for First Time Offenders, Limit
Driving Permits; Change Allowable Blood Alcohol Content
for Drivers Under the Age of Eighteen; Provide for
Administrative Suspensions and Service of Notice of
Suspensions; Provide for Driving Under the Influence;
Prohibit Certain Nolo Contendere Pleas; Require that
Testing Machines Work Properly ........................ HB 1471 11-215
SB 418
Drivers' License, Uniform Rules of the Road: Change
Definitions, Penalties, and Procedures Relating to
Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol and Drugs ......... HB 11 8-129
HB 63
HB 66
HB 129
SB 312
Drivers' Licenses, Uniform Rules of the Road: Modify
Procedures and Penalties Relating to Driving Under the
Influence of Drugs or Alcohol ........................... HB 451 9-298
HB 1508
SB 487
SB 489
SB 524
SB 579
Motor Vehicles: Ban Obscene Bumper Stickers ............. HB 172 5-440
Registration and Licensing of Motor Vehicles and Ad Velorem
Taxation: Issue License Plates to Vehicle Owners Instead of
Vehicles; Allow License Plates to be Transferred Between
Vehicles Successively Owned by the Same Person; Amend
Laws Concerning Ad Valorem Taxation of Motor Vehicles .. HB 205 14-215
Seat Belts: Require Use .................................. HB 751 5-443
Serious Injury by Vehicle: Define Crime ................... HB 64 6-281
Suspension of Drivers' Licenses: Change Legal
Requirements ......................................... HB 266 3-468
Vehicle Registration and the Protection of Consumers,
Security Interest Holders, and Lienholders ............... SB 450 7-329
Uniform Rules of the Road: Establish Proximate Causation
Standards for Pursuing Law Enforcement Officers When
Fleeing Suspects Injure Third Parties .................... HB 409 12-295
Uniform Rules of the Road: Prohibit Car Sound Device
that Can Be Heard More Than 100 Feet From the Motor
Vehicle ................................................ HB 149 8-143
Uniform Rules of the Road: Provide for Criminal Offenses of
Homicide and Serious Injury When a Person Interferes with
Traffic-Control Devices and Death or Bodily Harm Results . HB 1256 13-241
Uniform Rules of the Road: Provide Criminal Penalty for
Vehicular Feticide ...................................... SB 58 8-147
Uniform Rules of the Road: Provide for Application of
Uniform Rules of the Road to Vehicles Operated Within
Privately Owned Residential Areas ...................... HB 671 8-152
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MOTOR VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC cont'd
Uniform Rules of the Road: Require Exchange of Certain
Information Between Parties to a Motor Vehicle Accident;
Alter Provisions for Return of License Following
Completion of Drug or Alcohol Program; Require Driver
to Obey Signals of Police Officers ........................ SB 574 11-223
Use of Radar Speed Detection Devices: Change the Definition
of Speed Detection Device; Change Certain Provisions
Related to Permit Requirements and Applications; Provide
for the Suspension or Revocation of Permits for Certain
Employing Agencies .................................... HB 1256 13-244
NUISANCES
Health Hazard: Enable Counties and Municipalities to Require
Owners to Repair or Demolish Buildings Used for Illegal
Drug Activities ......................................... HB 810 6-284
Places Used for Unlawful Sexual Purposes: Provide Procedure
for Enjoining and Declaring a Nuisance Real Property Which
is Used as a Site of Repeated Drug Activity ............... HB 1287 13-250
PENAL INSTITUTIONS
Board and Department of Corrections: Provide for Transfer
of Inmates Who Commit Aggravated Assault or Battery
on Correctional Officers; Provide for Assistance to Victims
of Aggravated Assault or Battery ......................... HB 660 13-253
Correctional Institutions of State and Counties: Allow
Privately-Operated Prisons to Utilize Penal Labor Following
the Same Standards as State-Run Institutions ............ SB 48 14-230
First Offenders: Sentencing and Court Review .............. SB 442 2-225
General Provisions: Provide for Work Release Programs for
Certain County Inmates and Provide for Home Arrest for
Certain County Offenders ............................... HB 379 8-155
HB 380
General Provisions: Require Registration for Certain
Offenders ............................................. SB 53
Jails: Allow Jails to Recover Medical Costs from Inmates'
Insurance Carriers; Provide for Deduction from Inmate
Accounts to Defray Certain Costs ........................ HB 1170
HB 1769
Jails: Provide Law Enforcement Officers with Guidelines for
Handling Detainees with Obvious Physical Injuries or
Need for Emergency Medical Attention ................... HB 1296
Jails: Provide for Recoupment of Money from Inmates for
Medical Serves Provided to Inmates Not Eligible for
Health Insurance Benefits; Provide for Deductions from
Inmate Accounts for Certain Damages and Medical Costs .. HB 1154
SB 587
Pardons and Paroles: Provide Notice Requirement for Release
of Sexual Offenders .................................... HB 1229
Pardons and Paroles: Require Further Education as Condition
of Parole; Require Alcohol and Drug Use Risk Reduction
Program as Condition of Parole .......................... HB 229
Prisoners and Detainees: Provide for AIDS Testing .......... HB 92
13-257
9-310
13-269
13-273
11-226
12-301
3-471
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PENAL INSTITUTIONS cont'd
Prison Litigation Reform: Impose Court Costs on Prisoners
Who File Lawsuits; Authorize Courts to Order Payment of
Defendant's Attorney Fees Incurred in Defending Frivolous
Lawsuits .............................................. HB 1284 13-280
Prisons and Pardons/Paroles
Reform ............................................... HB 94 6-287
HB 466
HB 499
HB 616
SB 26
SB 67
SB 257
Probation: Provide Confinement Requirement of Ninety Days
for Certain Probationers to be Fulfilled at Special
Alternative Incarceration Boot Camps .................... SB 177 8-161
PROBATE
Wills: Probate Court: Jurisdiction .......................... HB 735 1-317
PROFESSIONS AND BUSINESS
Athlete Agents: Amend Provisions ......................... SB 43 6-298
Athlete Agents: Regulate ................................. SB 423 5-451
Health: Registered Nurses and Physicians' Assistants May
Order Drugs Under Protocol ............................. HB 209 6-304
Medical Licenses: Provide for Teaching Licenses and for
Review of Physician's Fitness to Practice Medicine ........ SB 286 3-478
Medical or Dental License Revocation: Provide Discretionary
Stay .................................................. HB 1456 5-458
Occupational Regulation: Review Commission .............. HB 850 2-227
Patient Self-Referral: Expand Definition of Designated
Health Services to Include Certain Services ............... SB 565 11-230
Physicians, Physician's Assistants, and Respiratory Care:
Allow Access to Experimental or Nonconventional Methods
of Medical Treatment ................................... SB 341 14-233
Physicians, Physician's Assistants, and Respiratory Care:
Authorize Prescription of Certain Controlled Substances
and Medical Devices by Physician's Assistants ............ HB 285 12-304
Physicians, Physician's Assistants, and Respiratory Care:
Require Out-of-State Physicians Who Provide Patient Care
in Georgia Via Telemedicine to Hold Georgia License ...... SB 107 14-238
Polygraph Examiners: Regulate ........................... SB 19 1-319
Professional Counselors: Provide Exemption from Licensing
Requirements for Certain Addiction Counselors Certified
by Certain Private Associations .......................... HB 1330 11-233
Professional Counselors, Social Workers, and Marriage and
Family Therapists: Provide for Mental and Physical
Examinations of Licensees in Cases of Suspected
Incapacity ............................................. HB 273 13-287
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PROFESSIONS AND BUSINESS cont'd
Real Estate Appraisers: Authorize Board of Appraisers to
Issue Temporary Practice Permits for a Single Federally
Related Transaction; Prohibit Appraisers from Giving Oral
Appraisals in Federally Related Transactions; Prohibit Use
of Appraisers Whose Appraisal Classifications is
Suspended or Revoked ................................. HB 1226 11-236
Real Estate Brokers and Salespersons: Require Real Estate
Brokers to Pay Commission Only to Licensees Who Have
Assigned Their License to the Broker's Firm; Ensure a
Qualified Broker Will be Responsible in All Real Estate
Businesses ............................................ HB 1227 11-240
Review, Continuation, Re-establishment, or Termination of
Regulatory Agencies: End Mandatory Sunset Audits ....... SB 535 9-319
Used Car Dealers' Registration Act: Exclude Franchised
Motor Vehicle Dealers .................................. SB 214 6-312
PROPERTY
Acquisition and Loss of Property: Allow Testamentary and
Inter Vivos Alienability of All Future Interests ............ HB 1420 11-243
Estates: The Uniform Statutory Rule Against Perpetuities ... HB 1349 7-343
Landlord and Tenant: Amend Dispossessory Proceedings .... HB 337 11-246
Landlord and Tenant: Provide for Commission Protection for
Real Estate Brokers Subsequent to Any Transfer or
Conveyance of Real Property or a Leasehold Interest;
Provide for Notices of Commission Rights and Waiver and
Release of Commission Rights ........................... HB 255 14-244
Landlord and Tenant: Require Landlords to Give Written
Notice to Prospective Residential Tenants of Recent
Flooding of Leased Property; Impose Tort Liability for
Noncompliance ........................................ HB 167 12-310
Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debts, and Liens: Provide
for Shortened Reversionary Period for Secured Property;
Provide for Notice to Prospective Purchaser of Potential
Nuisances by Grantor, Owner, or Agent of Property on or
Near Agricultural or Forestry Property ................... HB 194 12-313
Mortgages, Liens, and Security: Provide Restrictions and
Forms for Lien Waivers and Release ..................... HB 628 8-166
Pawnbrokers: Provide Comprehensive Legislation
Regulating Loans on Motor Vehicle Titles ................ HB 1144 9-323
Regulation of Specialized Land Transactions: Revise
Georgia Land Sales Act; Remove Georgia Real Estate
Commission as Administrator ........................... HB 6221 12-321
Title Registration: Amend Provisions ...................... HB 210 6-315
Notice: Abandoned Wells: Counties: Authorization to Cover .. SB 421 2-258
. 308
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND MORALS
Abortion: Prohibit Partial-Birth Abortions; Define Partial-Birth
Abortion; Provide for Criminal Sanctions Against One
Performing Such Procedure; Provide for Exception to
Criminal Sanctions When Such Procedure is Necessary to
Save Life of Mother; Provide for Civil Remedy for Father
and Maternal Grandparents, Subject to Certain Exceptions;
Provide that Mother is Not Subject to Criminal Sanctions
for Violation of This Code Section ........................ SB 357 14-250
PUBLIC OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES
Notarial Acts: Change Requirements ...................... HB 1283 2-231
Notaries Public: Amend Powers and Duties ................. HB 618 3-483
Personnel Administration: Establish Sanctions for Drug Use
and Drug Related Offenses .............................. SB 500 7-383
HB 1171
Personnel Administration: Require Applicants for State
Employment to Submit to Tests for Illegal Drugs .......... SB 22 12-328
State Employees: Disclosure Presence of Hazardous
Substances .............................................. HB 503 5-460
PUBLIC PROPERTY
Property: Government Agencies, Judicial Actions ........... HB 1742 2-234
PUBLIC UTILITIES AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
Automatic Telephone Dialing Equipment: Establish
Regulations ............................................. HB 43 3-485
Competitive Telecommunications Services: Allow
Permissive Deregulation ................................ HB 1234 5-464
Distribution, Storage, and Sale of Gas: Provide for
Deregulation of Natural Gas Services Upon Findings by the
Public Service Commission; Provide Agency Approval of
Capacity Supply Plans; Establish Obligations of an Electing
Distribution Company .................................. SB 215 14-264
Electrical Service: Require Long Range Energy Resource
Planning and Certification of Plant Facilities, Long-Term
Power Purchases, and Demand-Side Capacity Options ..... HB 280 8-171
MOT Carriers: Appeals: Heard by Public Service
Commission ........................................... HB 655 1-324
Public Service Commission: To Provide Toll-Free Intra-County
Calling ................................................ SB 524 7-352
Regulate Transmission of Facsimile Messages .............. HB 1181 7-360
Telephone and Telegraph Service: Create
Telecommunications and Competition Development
Act of 1995 ............................................ SB 137 12-333
Telephone and Telegraph Service: Define Telecommunication
Service and Prohibited Telecommunication Device; Increase
Criminal Penalties and Civil Remedies for Avoiding Lawful
Telecommunication Charges or for Producing; Using, or
Selling Prohibited Telecommunication Devices ........... SB 597 13-290
Telephone Solicitations: Regulate '976' Numbers ............ HB 1284 5-468
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REAL ESTATE
Real Estate Brokers/Salespersons: Amended Provisions ..... HB 314 1-326
REVENUE AND TAXATION
Ad Valorem Taxation of Property: Create an Appeal Process for
Fulton County and the City of Atlanta .................... HB 1114 9-329
HB 1118
Ad Valorem Taxation of Property: Provide for the Ad
Valorem Taxation of Timber and Current Use Valuation/
Taxation of Bona Fide Conservation Use Property and
Bona Fide Residential Transitional Property .............. HB 283 8-182
Chapter 7A: Provide Tax Credit for Certain Persons Whose
Adjusted Gross Income Does Not Exceed $19,999 .......... HB 1 8-190
Income Taxes: Adjust the Treatment of Capital Gains, Job Tax
Credits, and Gain or Loss from the Sale of Property ........ HB 456 9-338
HB 1399
HB 1739
Income Taxes: Amend Code Provisions Exempting State
Pension Plans ......................................... HB lEX 7-363
Income Taxes: Hold Service Providers to Three-Factor Tax
Apportionment Standard Used by Manufacturers .......... HB 50 12-347
Income Taxes: Provide for Business Tax Credits ............ HB 1527 11-249
Income Taxes: Provide for No Income Taxation and No
Withholding Tax on the Distributive Share of a Nonresident
Member of a Resident Limited Partnership Which Derives
Income Exclusively from Buying, Selling, Dealing in, and
Holding Securities on its Own Behalf .................... HB 241 14-271
Income Taxes: Provide Withholding Requirements for
Certain Periodic Payments .............................. HB 1363 11-255
Increase in Hotel and Motel Excise Tax to Finance
Industrial Bonds: Georgia Dome ......................... HB 1 6-319
Stock: Provide for Definitions and Exemptions ............. HB 724 3-497
Tax Evasion: Provide for Criminal Penalties ................ SB 119 3-500
Tax Executions: Provide for Payment and Transfer .......... HB 1280 5-472
Tax Sales: Create Judicial Tax Foreclosure Procedures to
Aid Law Income Housing Development .................. SB 338 12-352
Taxation of Intangibles: Modify the Manner of Calculating
the State Occupancy Tax on Depository Financial Institutions;
Provide Definitions Applicable to Taxation of Financial
Institutions and Intangible Personal Property Tax; Modify
Carry-Over of Unused Credits with Respect to Income
Taxation of Corporations ................................ HB 1638 13-294
Notice: Income Tax: Dependent Care Assistance ............ HB 216 2-258
SOCIAL SERVICES
Drug Abuse by Minors: Require Reporting to State Agency .. SB 121 3-502
Juvenile Justice Services: Create Administrative Agency .... SB 162 3-507
Programs and Protection for Children and Youth: Amend the
Child Abuse Registry Provisions; Change Appellate Venue
from Juvenile Court to Superior Court .................... SB 575 13-300
Programs and Protection for Children and Youth: Control
Who May Have Access to Records Concerning Child Abuse
Reports ............................................... HB 289 8-194
310
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SOCIAL SERVICES cont'd
Programs and Protection for Children and Youth: Provide
Child Advocacy Centers Access to Records of Child Abuse
or Harassment ......................................... SB 575 13-307
Programs and Protection for Children and Youth: Provide
Fingerprint Records Check and Preliminary Records Check
for Foster Parents; Provide for Powers of Department of
Human Resources Regarding Programs for Children ...... SB 442 11-258
Programs and Protection for Children and Youth: Provide
Foster Parents and Child-Placing Agencies Access to
Records ............................................... HB 1322 11-260
Programs and Protection for Children and Youth: Provide
Opportunity for Administrative Hearing Prior to Listing
Suspected Child Abusers on Registry .................... HB 155 12-360
Public Assistance: Bar Participation By Person Convicted of
Violation of Georgia Medical Assistance Act; Create
Medicaid Fraud Forfeiture Act to Freeze Assets of Fraud
Suspects .............................................. HB 377 14-276
Public Assistance: Provide Uniform Guidelines for
Non-Criminal Disposition of Allegations of Fraud in
Obtaining Public Assistance; Provide Lifetime Bar on
Receipt of Public Assistance for Those Convicted Twice of
Fraud in Obtaining Public Assistance .................... SB 446 13-310
Public Assistance: Repeal "Aid to Dependent Children Act";
Create "Temporary Assistance for Needy Families Act" .... SB 104 14-284
Notice: Human Resources: Employment Checks ............ HB 1421 2-258
SOCIAL SERVICES, CRIMES AND OFFENSES
Children and Youth Services: Create Felony Offense of Aiding
or Harboring an Escaped Child and Felony Offense of
Providing Contraband to a child Under the Department's
Custody; Crimes Against the Person: Include Department of
Children and Youth Services Employees Within Definition
of Correctional Officer Thereby Increasing Penalties for
Aggravated Assault and Aggravated Battery Against Known
Employees ............................................ HB 1197 13-314
STATE GOVERNMENT
Administrative Procedure: Provide that an Agency Shall
Consider the Least Costly Alternative that Complies with
the Statutory Directive in Formulating Certain Rules;
Authorize Agencies to Grant Variances and Waivers from
Compliance with Certain Rules Under Restricted
Circumstances; Provide for Procedures and Exceptions;
Provide for Review ..................................... SB 81 14-301
Open Meetings: Revise Law ............................... SB 394 5-475
Open Meetings Legislation in the 1989 Session on the
Georgia General Assembly .............................. SB 270 6-324
SB 297
HB 140
HB 701
SR 4
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STATE GOVERNMENT cont'd
Public Records: Provide Definitions, Privileges, and
Exemptions Relating to Inspection of Public Records ...... SB 435 5-486
State Authorities: Permit the Establishment of Programs
of Self-Insurance ....................................... HB 662 3-511
State Commission: Condemnation of Public Property ........ HB 1361 2-236
State Debt, Investment, and Depositories: Prohibit Access to
Certain Records of the Office of Treasury and Fiscal Services
by Exempting Them from the Open Records Act; Authorize
the Director of the Office of Treasury and Fiscal Services to
Invest in Specified Securities by Selling or Purchasing
Such Obligations Under Agreements to Resell or
Repurchase the Obligations ............................. HB 558 14-306
State Flag, Seal, and Other Symbols: Designate English as the
Official Language of the State of Georgia ................. SB 519 13-314
State Printing and Documents: Amend Open Meeting and
Open Record Requirements of State Agencies ............ SB 604 9-344
State Printing and Documents: Change Definition of
Agency ................................................ HB 1313 11-265
TORTS
Donation and Receipt of Food for Charitable Distribution:
Reduce Liability ....................................... HB 73 3-513
Dram Shop Law: Codify Third Party Liability ............... HB 1495 5-498
General Provisions: Provide Immunity from Liability for
School Volunteers ...................................... SB 41 11-267
General Provisions: Provide Volunteers with Limited Tort
Immunity During Declared Emergency ................... HB 530 12-368
Georgia State Tort Claims Act: Provide a Limited Waiver of
Sovereign Immunity ................................... SB 415 9-349
Injuries to Personality: Provide Remedy for Owners of
Intentionally Damaged or Stolen Property ................ HB 1538 5-503
Nuisance Actions: Exempt Certain Farming Activities ....... SB 570 5-506
Service of Alcoholic Beverages to Minors: Provide Right of Action
of Custodial Parent ..................................... HB 1123 5-510
Strict Product Liability Actions: Define Product Seller ....... SB 140 3-516
Tort Defamation and Abusive Litigation ................... SB 239 6-330
Tort Reform ............................................. 3-519
Tort Reform and Insurance Regulation .................... 2-240
Notice: Libel Actions: Retraction .......................... SB 77 2-259
WATERS OF THE STATE, PORTS AND WATERCRAFT
General Provisions: Prohibit Certain Structures on
Tidewaters Held In Public Trust and Navigable Waters .... HB 1390 9-354
Registration, Operation, and Sale of Watercraft: Redefine
"Vessel"; Create Felony Crimes of Homicide by Vessel,
Feticide by Vessel, and Serious Injury by Vessel ........... SB 111 12-372
Notice: Georgia Ports Authority: Venue in Actions .......... SB 338 2-259
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WILLS, TRUSTS AND ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES
Administrators and Executors: Authorize a Trustee to
Express a Choice on Behalf of the Beneficiaries of an
Inter Vivos PouroverTrust .............................. HB 1520 9-361
Children Born out of Wedlock: Expand Inheritance Rights ... HB 498 3-537
Estates: Establish Additional Means by Which Children
Born Out of Wedlock May Inherit ........................ HB 251 8-197
Estates: Intestacy Spouse's/Children's Amount ............. HB 119 1-329
Investments, Sales, and Conveyances: Authorize Executors
and Trustees to Invest in the Securities of or Other
Interests of Certain Investment Companies or Investment
Trusts; Provide that Such Fiduciary Power May Be
Incorporated by Reference .............................. HB 1821 9-364
Laws Relating to Trusts .................................. HB 794 8-201
Trusts: Amend the Standard for Investments by Fiduciaries . HB 1435 5-513
Trusts: Provide for Termination of Irrevocable Trusts in
Certain Circumstances .................................. HE 1151 5-516
Wills: Effect of a Will Lost Before the Death of the
Testator ............................................... SB 41 8-212
Wills: Effect of Gifts to Subscribing Witnesses .............. HB 1352 7-367
Year's Support: Change Determination of Year's Support .... HB 540 8-216
Wills, Probate, and Administration of Estates: Amend 1996
Revision of Georgia Probate Code; Authorize Appointment of
Additional County Administrators in All Counties; Clarify and
Renumber Provision Relating to Inheritance of a Child Born
Out of Wedlock Through the Child's Father; Change
Provisions for Petition for an Order that No Administration is
Necessary; Provide Discretion for Probate Judge to Order
Separate Awards of Year's Support for Minor Children and
Surviving Spouse; Change Provision on Contracts Concerning
Succession; Change Provision on Time Limitation for Probate
of Wills; Provide that Proof of a Codicil is Proof of a Will in
Certain Circumstances; Change Provisions Relating to
Selection, Appointment, and Compensation of Administrators
and Personal Representatives; Change Provisions Relating to
Notice and Time to Respond or File Objections; Change Other
Probate Procedures for Clarity and Efficiency ............. HB 245 14-313
Notice: Estates: Intestacy: Deposit Money .................. SB 311 2-260
Notice: Estates: Tax Exemption: Investment of Property ..... HB 1149 2-260
Notice: Wills, Trusts, and Administration of Estates ......... SB 112 2-260
WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Workers' Compensation: Amended Provisions .............. SB 160 1-331
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